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A Mindful Approach
Two growing priorities in organizations include (1) Psychological Health and
Safety and (2) Developing the skills needed for the future of work.
Both have a significant impact on the bottom line of business. A growing body of
evidence illustrates that developing the competency of mindfulness can show
positive returns and transform organizational culture.
While growing in mainstream popularity, implementing mindfulness in the
workplace requires a unique and systematic organizational development
perspective for optimal success.
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Contact us to develop a strategy for implementing a mindfulness program at your organization!
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What is Mindfulness?
Mindfulness is a basic human capacity with applications and benefits
across industries and job functions, from executives to the front lines.

Psychological
Health & Safety
Mental Exercise that addresses
the National Standard

Literacy of the 21st
Century
Enhancing focus, emotional
intelligence & well being

Core Competence
for the workplace

Safety Management System
protocol for the jobsite

Mindfulness is seeing clearly in order to respond effectively.

Leadership Excellence
an essential quality for
today's leaders

Disability Management
Prevention & stay at work
inter vention, return-to-work

Competitive Edge

Organizational Culture

Enhancing innovation, agility
and performance

Wa y o f b e i n g a n d w o r k i n g t o g e t h e r
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The Unwell Mind: Poor Mental Health

The World Health Organization recently described job burnout as "an
occupational phenomenon." Burn-out is a syndrome conceptualized as
resulting from chronic workplace stress that has not been successfully
managed.
Burn-out is characterized by three dimensions:
Feelings of energy depletion or exhaustion;
Increased mental distance from one’s job, or feelings of negativism
or cynicism related to one's job
Reduced professional efficacy
Source: World Health Organization

$1 TRILLION
Poor mental health is the #1 CAUSE of
ill health & disability worldwide. It costs the global
economy $1 TRILLION in lost productivity.
Source: World Economic Forum

Multitasking can kill productivity, resulting in a 40% loss in productivity
and poorer quality of work.
Source: American Psychological Association

$52B

$20K

$17B

PER YEAR

PER YEAR

PER YEAR

Stress & Mental
Illness Costs

Employee
Turnover

Employee
Absenteeism

Source: Statistics Canada
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Skills for the Future of Work
“'Human skills such as creativity, originality and initiative, critical
thinking, persuasion, and negotiation will...retain or increase their
value, as will attention to detail, resilience, flexibility and complex
problem-solving. Emotional intelligence, leadership and social
influence as well as service orientation also see an outsized
increase in demand relative to their current prominence”
Source: Future of Jobs Report 2018, World Economic Forum

Declining Skills for 2022

Growing Skills for 2022

Manual dexterity, endurance
and precision

Analytical Thinking and
Innovation

Memory, verbal, auditory and
spacial abilities

Active Learning and Learning
Strategies

Management of financial
and material resources

Creativity, Originality and
Initiative

Technology installation and
maintenance

Critical Thinking & Analysis

Coordination and time
management
Technology use, monitoring
and control

Leadership and Social Influence
Emotional Intelligence
Reasoning, complex problemsolving and ideation
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THE EVIDENCE

01

02

Deloitte Insights
Good for People, Good For Business
For every $1 invested in workplace mental health, the median yearly
return was $1.62, a figure that rises to $2.18 for programs that have been
in place for three years or more.
View the Full Report.

MindWell-U
Significant Impact on Various Measures
2019 research on the MindWell Challenge showed a significant increase
in workplace thriving, workplace engagement, emotion regulation &
conflict management and significant decrease in job burnout &
interpersonal deviance.
View the Full Report.

03

Awake@Intel
Increased Happiness, Creativity & More
Participants in Intel's mindfulness program showed a 2-point decrease
in stress levels, 3-point increase in happiness and a 2-point increase
in having new ideas, insights, mental clarity, creativity, the ability to
focus, the quality of relationships at work and the level of engagement
in meetings, projects and team efforts,

www.mindwellu.com
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EVIDENCE: MindWell
Three research studies conducted by University of British Columbia’s
Sauder School of Business in 2016, 2017 and 2019 show that the
MindWell Challenge:
Significantly Increases:
Workplace Engagement
Emotional Intelligence
Psychological Capital
Optimism
Resilience
Hope
Self-Efficacy
Well being
Self-Compassion
Collaboration
Organizational Citizenship
Humility
Authenticity

Significantly Decreases:
Stress
Job Burnout
Hurtfulness
Rudeness
Presenteeism
Conflict
Turnover Intentions

Results from over 50,000 participants of the MindWell Challenge:

92%

96%

96%

95%

Engaging better
at work

Stress
Reduction

Improved
Mental Health

Better
Focus

85%

89%

80%

84%

Collaborating
better with others

Improved
Communication

Time
Managemet

Enhanced
Leadership
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ROI: Mindfulness Makes Financial Sense
More organizations are investing in mindfulness. A 2017 survey of 141
companies reported that 35% offered mindfulness training programs.
Another 26% are considering future implementation.
Source: Fidelity Investments and National Business Group on Health

62
Minutes
Mindfulness increased
job effectiveness by
gaining an average 62
minutes of productivity
per week

$3K

$2K

Productivity

Healthcare

An additional hour of
productivity per week
was worth $3k per
employee

Savings per employee in
healthcare costs (7%
reduction)

Source: Aetna

ROI on Mindfulness Programs
Germany's SAP evaluated success of a mindfulness
program by putting a dollar value on improvement in
critical areas like focus, collaboration and decreased stress.
They found a 200% ROI.

200%

Source: Reuters
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Strategies for Success
1

2

TOOL NOT THE GOAL

Mindfulness is a tool that can be used to reach a variety of goals. Ask yourself what business
objectives and benefits you are trying to achieve training in mindfulness. How does the skill
set of mindfulness relate to organizational values, priorities and strategies? Focus on using
mindfulness as a tool, not as the goal itself.
PROVIDE EVIDENCE SUPPORTING MINDFULNESS

Connecting the benefits of mindfulness with the business world:
The Bottom Line: operations, increased productivity, decreased sick days
Human Impact: wellbeing, decreased stress, happiness and engagement of employees
Cognitive Performance: decision-making, cognitive agility, creativity, inspiration
Social Benefits: relationships, collaboration, empathy, responsibility, connection
3

Hear from an Exper t:
Pam August

D E M O N S T R AT E T H E R O I

Start a conversation with your CFO. Demonstrate the
business costs associated with absenteeism, mental health
leaves, decreased productivity and more. Compare the
investment in mindfulness training with the ROI. Speak in
dollars and cents - it's hard to argue with the bottom line!
4

C O N N E C T W I T H Y O U R C U LT U R E

Explore opportunities for how mindfulness can fit within your
organization’s culture. Mindfulness has been embraced in the
most unexpected cultures - it’s important to frame
it in a way that relates to employees’ day-to-day
work experience and current ways of working
together.

Former Director Culture
Activation at WestJet

On
Mindfulness and
Organizational Culture
www.mindwellu.com
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Strategies for Success
5
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S P E A K YO U R C O M PA N Y ' S L A N G U A G E

Use language that speaks to your leaders and people! Developing the right communications
strategy is an essential component to success. It was only after Google's mindfulness
program was re-positioned as a “workout program for developing your emotional
intelligence” was it really embraced.
FIND A CHAMPION(S)

Gaining the support of one key stakeholder or group, ideally in a leadership capacity, makes
securing broader support easier. Consider starting with a survey to identify those who can
eventually serve as ambassadors for the program and help drive engagement. There are
likely a few leaders in your organization that have already benefited from mindfulness.
Hear from an Exper t:
D r. S h e l l e y P a r k e r

7

C R E AT E A S E N S E O F O W N E R S H I P

Find ways to encourage ownership of the program so it becomes a
customized approach using organizational language and
concepts. It is important for the organization and employees to
see the intrinsic value of this training as it relates to the benefit of
their professional and personal success.
8

I N T E G R AT E

Consider how you can integrate mindfulness into existing
programs or initiatives. Identify all the departmental leads in
your organizations that have direct connections to this work
(i.e. Leadership Development, Health & Safety, Learning,
Disability Management and develop a strategy together).

Industrial Psychologist,
NB Power

On
Creating a Sense of
Ownership
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Strategies for Success
9

E N V I S I O N A M I N D F U L O R G A N I Z AT I O N

Think big. Create a vision for your organization as a mindful organization. What does that
look like, feel like, sound like, function like? Transformative & sustainable change will occur
when you consider organizational, team and individual factors to your plan. Start where you
are and use experts to help you create a plan that includes a comprehensive training
solution, communications strategy, and analytics with ROI to meet the needs of your
organization.
10

OFFER A COMMON EXPERIENCE

Mindfulness in the workplace is an opportunity to create a shared learning experience and a
common literacy and skill set. Providing a standard foundation for all employees is
important to multiply the benefits. There’s a difference between providing access to a
meditation app which targets individuals who are ready to meditate (and give them various
options) vs. providing a comprehensive workplace training in mindfulness that is relevant
and accessible to all employees.
11

R E A C H YO U R E N T I R E O R G A N I Z AT I O N

Everyone can benefit from mindfulness-in-action. It is important to get leaders on board as
well as those working on the front lines. A strategy that reaches your whole organization will
have the most lasting impact and can affect the most sustainable change. Consider training
for leaders to include more in-person components, and online training to help reach a
distributed workforce.
12

S H O W T H AT I T ' S A N E E D -T O - H AV E v s . N I C E -T O - H AV E

Some think mindfulness isn’t for everyone and only those who want to should do it. This may
be true of programs that focus on intensive meditation, however learning basic principles
and practices of Mindfulness-in-Action are beneficial to everyone. Mindfulness-in-Action is a
foundational skill for physical and psychological health and safety in the workplace, and
should be approached within a lens of compliance training to ensure everyone is working
from the same foundational knowledge and skills.
www.mindwellu.com

Mindful teams are the Heart of Healthy Business

LET'S GET IN TOUCH

www.mindwellu.com
1 855 630 7076
Email: challenge@mindwellu.com
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/mindwellu
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